

Eric Morgan
Hey, hey everybody.



Theresa Kauffmann
Hi Eric!



Malte Christopher Brand
Mr Morgan! :-)



Tina Kavanagh
hey eric



Hanna Forstner
Hey Eric! :) Great to see you



Eric Morgan
We're getting all set up over here, so go harrass your friends and get them on here, too.
Talk in a few.
E.





Malte Christopher Brand
See him? It is a video chat then! :-D



Hanna Forstner
duh :P
well at least he's on the picture







Me
Not a video chat
lol
He is naked
Malte Christopher Brand
So am I.



Theresa Kauffmann
lol



Me
hot



Eric Morgan
how did you know?



Malte Christopher Brand
That i was naked?
Well, I took my clothes off.




Me
Eric I had your women set up a web cam



6:49 PM





Me
Ok we are going to start early
Early bird gets Eric worm
Hanna Forstner
I'm in my pajamas and glad no one can see lol



Tina Kavanagh
:)



Me
Hanna, hello kitty PJ's?



Hanna Forstner
Of course! Only Hello Kitty for me



Tina Kavanagh
hello kitty is awesome



Eric Morgan
Malte: To answer your question about what we tune to, it is C#...standard tuning, just staring in C# so it'll be
C#, F#, B, E, etcetera. Hope that helps.



Hanna Forstner
spongebob for special days



Theresa Kauffmann
Eric, What was your favorite album/band growing up and why?



Malte Christopher Brand
That does help a lot! Thanks!



Eric Morgan
Tina: My favorite music themed movie/documentary is Spinal Tap.
Apparetnly someone already knew I'd say that. :)




Malte Christopher Brand
Sorry... :-D



Tina Kavanagh
oh so malte was right!



Dario Mischke
Hey Eric :)



Malte Christopher Brand
Sorry again, Tina. ;-)



Tina Kavanagh
no problem
:)





Eric Morgan
Malte: Of course I loved the paintings...I wouldn't lie to you.



Dario Mischke
Are you then also gonna write a nice theme called"lick my love pump?"?



Me
Ok keep firing questions



Eric Morgan
Those things blew my mind.



Hanna Forstner
Eric, are you guys already planning to come back to Germany soon?



Malte Christopher Brand
Was only jokin, Eric. Didn't think you'd lie to me.



Dale Sutherland
Does APHND have any Canadian dates for the future or talks about it Eric?



Lars Vogel
Hey Eric. I have a question for ya. Was it hard to find a bass guitar that was actually not bigger than you are?



Dario Mischke
Lars!!!
:D




Malte Christopher Brand
Hey Lars, he looks bigger on the Internet. But Eric knows that.



Lars Vogel
Yeah... broadband adds two feet



Eric Morgan
Dale: Hey, Dale. We would love to come to Canada, but we can only go where there is demand and the like.
As a "new" band anything you can do to get us more radio play in Canada and a bump in sales will help
facilitate a tour of Canada. We know there is a lot of support for us there. Thanks!



Eric Morgan
Lars: SHUT UP! ;)



Dale Sutherland
Ya in London,Ontario they play APHND on FM96 because of me : )



Me
Nice Dale



Tina Kavanagh
Eric: If you had to switch with another APHND member for the day, who would you pick?



Hanna Forstner

Eric, you used to do some industrial and hardcore. How come you wanted to do Metal?



Eric Morgan
Malte & Lars: Yeah, that 17" screen makes me a giant!



Malte Christopher Brand
So you told me in Hamburg... ;-)



Lars Vogel
20" Eric... but hey, size doesn't matter... or does it?



Malte Christopher Brand
Hi Matt!



Dale Sutherland
What kind of bass & strings & amp do you use Eric?



Me
Hi Matt
Matt feel free to jump in




Theresa Kauffmann
Hi Matt!



Me
We were goingto do one of these for you in the coming weeks



Me
Yes Chase
feel free




Eric Morgan
Tina: That's a LOADED question...hmmmm. I don't think I'd switch out anyone. We are all dialed in and play
REALLY well together so I wouldn't mess with the formula AT ALL. We have great chemistry.



Lars Vogel
/me feels obligated to acknowlegde Matt Brown's presence.



Matt Brown
is this thing on?



Charlene Ratliff
No



Tina Kavanagh
Eric: i mean who would you trade places with for the day



Me
Matt it is
Keep the questions coming....




Lars Vogel
ok...



Me
Nice one's Lars ;)



Dale Sutherland
Matt Brown how are ya?



Matt Brown
great



Eric Morgan
Hanna: Hey, Hanna. I dog all types of music...doesn;t metter what it is. If it's well done and genuine, I'm dwn.
which is the case with APHND. I really love the songs and that's what makes me want to do it...that and the
fact that it's a great time with the guys.



Lars Vogel
Eric, what's your favorite colour unicorn?



Me
Matt, what date do you want to do your chat?



Dario Mischke
Matt's in da house



Hanna Forstner
Thanks for your answer, Eric :)



Tina Kavanagh
lars, thats an excellent question!



Matt Brown
you know I never know when i'm free



Charlene Ratliff
Eric and Matt, what got you interested in music?



Matt Brown
i figured I'd hang here before I have to make dinner



Charlene Ratliff
(hope that wasn't already asked...I'm late)



Malte Christopher Brand
Eric, Matt – how many times have you tried to talk Sal out of actually having an orange "Orange" amp on
stage? ;-)



Hanna Forstner
(wasn't)



Charlene Ratliff
(:D)



Malte Christopher Brand
Matt, what's for dinner? ;-)



Matt Brown
my parents were into all the classic stuff



Dario Mischke
Do you play different instruments though?



Matt Brown
chicken cutlets!



Charlene Ratliff
Mmmm
dinner at Matt's place!




Matt Brown
sal likes orange



Lars Vogel
What's wrong with an orange "Orange" amp?



Matt Brown
they make a black orange amp
hmm




Charlene Ratliff
I thought that amp was pink *snicker*



Tina Kavanagh
:)



Hanna Forstner
lol a black orange amp...



Matt Brown
eric, what makes you so active on stage?



Malte Christopher Brand
That's why I asked. The orange looks a bit out of place... ;-)



Eric Morgan
Dale: I dig Warwick basses, DR strings and Mesa amps. My current bass rig is actually a Sansamp RPM with
a Crown poweamp into to 4x12 cabs. I feel in love with the Mesa M6 Carbine on the Winter tour and will most
likely be switching to Mesa gear soon.



Lars Vogel
There's also "Green Amps" (look it up). I think i know why Sal decided not to go with the green.



Me
Eric, have you been privy to any of the new songs?



Matt Brown
eric, how do you get your hair that stiff? I have a hunch..



Malte Christopher Brand
Lars, I guess you're quite right there...



Me
Matt...manchowder



Charlene Ratliff
LOL



Lars Vogel
There's something about Mary reference



Matt Brown
really??!!



Theresa Kauffmann
lol




Me
Yes...I should know
Questions?



Eric Morgan
Hey, Derek. I have heard snippets of new stuff Sal has been demo'ing and I really liked it. He was working on
stuff on the road that was cool, too. Everything I heard I liked, so you all should be pleaseantly surprised!



Charlene Ratliff
What's the airspeed velocity of an unladen swallow?



Matt Brown
eric, top 3 new bands you listen to right now?



Lars Vogel
yes eric... your top 3 new bands
*cough*




Eric Morgan
Matt: My hair hasn't been as stiff since the tour is over...no man hive.



Lars Vogel
*plug me*



Matt Brown
hahaha!!



Hanna Forstner
How about you, Matt? Your top 3 bands of all time and "new" bands?



Me
STOP BEING SHY PEOPLE! ;) What do you want to know?



Malte Christopher Brand

Matt, Eric, do you already know if Sam is gonna be making the art work for the new album? I know it's a bit
early



Charlene Ratliff
I'm not shy...I'm ignorant...there's a difference



Matt Brown
depeche mode, janes addiction, faith no more



Hanna Forstner
very various, nice
I think it's hard to choose only 3




Chase Robinson
So when can we expect a US tour? :D I need some APHND this year lol



Matt Brown
burning brides, yeah yeah yeahs, and um.... um...



Hanna Forstner
lol I've never heard of them



Lars Vogel
talk talk



Eric Morgan
Hey, Matt: I have been obsessed with Triptykon for the past three months. Other than that it's the old
stuff...Sabbath and Motown stuff.



Johnny Caputo
Yo Erick how are u bro



Charlene Ratliff
Eric what's your favorite song



Theresa Kauffmann
Eric, what is your favorite song to play off the album?



Eric Morgan
Hey, Johnny. All is well, thanks.



Hanna Forstner
Eric, which country was the one you've always wanted to travel before you were able to tour with a band?



Dale Sutherland
Was Kenny Hickey ever considered to replace Bobby Eric?



Matt Brown
no



Eric Morgan
Charlene & Theresa: My favorite track off the record to play live is Pillhead. I LOVE that song. I dig playing
them all, but Pillhead REALLY does it for me.



Johnny Caputo
hey matt is here too Hello mat didnt see ya there



Matt Brown
i'm not really here..



Johnny Caputo
lol



Charlene Ratliff
but I see you



Matt Brown
hi



Charlene Ratliff
:/



Theresa Kauffmann
Thank you Eric. :-D



Lars Vogel
Triptykon is nice and doomy Eric... excellent choice



Eric Morgan
Matt is an apparition, Johnny.



Matt Brown
it's chat with eric night!



Eric Morgan
I LOVE the internet....



Charlene Ratliff
What was the weirdest thing that's happened to you on tour?



Lars Vogel
Eric, do you love lamp?



Me
Wecome Eddie



Matt Brown
i love lamp!



Johnny Caputo
I Where was your fave place to play in Europe Erick?



Me
Eddie Heedles is here



Tina Kavanagh

hey eddie



Me
Eddie will be doing one of these in the coming weeks



Hanna Forstner
Hi Eddie!



Eric Morgan
Hanna: I always wanted to go to Poland and Ireland...I really made a dent in my countries I want to visit list on
this last run.



Theresa Kauffmann
Hi Eddie



Charlene Ratliff
Love your hair Eddie



Matt Brown
hi eddie



Eric Morgan
Freehold SWEATS you, Eddie!



Dario Mischke
Everybody's in the place



Hanna Forstner
Nice! Never been to Poland. Was it as expected?



Matt Brown
eric, why my internet connection is shit right now?



Lars Vogel
Matt, are you on iPad?



Matt Brown
nope.. good ol' mbp



Eric Morgan
Hanna: Yeah, I had never been there. LOVED it. The crowds were great and cool as Hell to hang with
afterwards, too. C'mon...shots being brought to us on stage...THAT'S hospitality!



Me
Dario any q's?



Malte Christopher Brand
The Warsaw gig was so so great to watch...



Hanna Forstner
Cool! Sounds very welcoming



Malte Christopher Brand
Well, just wanted to add that. :-D



Lars Vogel
Eric, will there be more slow songs like Die Alone on the next album?



Dario Mischke
I do have: Eric, what's your favorite part of Spinal Tap?



Chase Robinson
^ what Lars said lol Love Die Alone



Eric Morgan
Charlene: Strangest thing that happened on tour was this clown in Antwerp who was trying to get on the bus
and was messing with the wipers, the bus's power and all that. Some street kid who wanted on the bus. Weird.



Charlene Ratliff
that IS weird



Lars Vogel
Ah that's Belgians for ya



Tina Kavanagh
eric: what about top 3 tour moments?



Eric Morgan
Lars: I'm sure there will be sludgy, heavy, slow stuff. That's what we all enjoy...it turns us on, so yeah...expect
more Thickened Primary Sludge!



Lars Vogel
noice
I love sludge




Charlene Ratliff
maybe that's what made his hair stiff



Theresa Kauffmann
Eric, it seems from the live stream of Poland that the show was a lot of fun. Is there a big difference in playing
in Europe then America? Which do you prefer?



Eric Morgan
That's IT!



Malte Christopher Brand
Eric, I assume your favourite key is D minor? ;-)



Charlene Ratliff
heh



Matt Brown
lick my love pump



Me
Saxifraga, no questions?,



Matt Brown
it's a moch



Hanna Forstner
don't touch it, don't touch it!



Saxifraga Paniculata
sorry, is 1AM here...



Me
Urszula, questions?
Sax..wake up ;)




Eric Morgan
Johnny: It's a tough call...I really enjoyed Warsaw & Dublin. That's not a dig on the other countries we hit and
hads a blast, but those two shows were REALLY off the hook. London was awesome, too.



Matt Brown
that's enough of that one..



Lars Vogel
ohhh saxifraga is close to where I am :P



Charlene Ratliff
Poke em



Lars Vogel
Oh eric... we all know you guys enjoyed Kerkrade most



Eric Morgan
My favorite part of Spinal Tap is currently being acted out by Matt.



Dario Mischke
lol Matt, I'd like to play that one on the piano
lol
the gum chewing while he is playing
Thanks, Eric






Hanna Forstner
What's it like to be home again after such a long time on the road?



Eric Morgan
Lars: Kerkrade was AMAZING! I think everyone from the town came out that night. ;P



Me
Eric, if you could tour the US with one band, who do you think makes the most sense?



Lars Vogel
Eric, did you enjoy the first shit you took on your own toilet in your own home after the tour?



Matt Brown
alice in chains




Lars Vogel
if so, how much
details please



Charlene Ratliff
LOL



Me
Matt, I agree



Charlene Ratliff
one flush or two?



Me
would make alot of sense
Tool would be good too




Tina Kavanagh
if you tour with alice in chains you'd better come to europe



Theresa Kauffmann
Matt that would be a good show!



Eric Morgan
Hanna: Being home is nice...although I wake up every night confused thinking I'm still on the bus. Seriously.



Me
Mastodon



Matt Brown
depeche mode
lol




Saxifraga Paniculata
alice in chains + APHND... it would be nice...



Eric Morgan
Alice In Chains would be a nice match.



Malte Christopher Brand
Ask Triptykon to come. ;-)



Eric Morgan
Charlene: I'm vegetarian, so I'm really regular. Two flushes...one courtesy, one to wrap it all up.



Matt Brown
i gotta make dinner, have fun guys!



Charlene Ratliff
rofl



Tina Kavanagh

bye matt



Hanna Forstner
bye Matt



Malte Christopher Brand
Enjoy!



Charlene Ratliff
bye Matt



Lars Vogel
see ya Matt



Eric Morgan
See you tomorrow, Matt.



Matt Brown
oh yeah!



Malte Christopher Brand
Yeah, see you tomorrow, Matt! :-D



Theresa Kauffmann
Why not vegan Eric?



Dario Mischke
Bye Matt :)



Me
Last round of questions?
Then Eric is going to go show his unit off






Malte Christopher Brand
Is that a question, Derek?
;-)
Eric Morgan
Malte: Triptykon would be an awesome tour.



Charlene Ratliff
nice



Me
Yeah shoot the q's



Chase Robinson
why is the sky blue eric?



Lars Vogel
Eric, who is your favorite industrial act? Besides voodooNOUVEAU?



Hanna Forstner

Are there already fix dates for Germany this year or still planning?



Charlene Ratliff
US tour? Oh hell....or at least coming near Washington DC?



Lars Vogel
answer our questions eric
we want to know eric




Theresa Kauffmann
lol Lars!



Lars Vogel
we demand answers eric



Charlene Ratliff
boxers or briefs?



Eric Morgan
Chase: The sky is blue due to the Earth being 2/3rds covered with water...that and the water vaopr in the
atmosphere refract and reflect light back and it appears blue. Hope that helps.
Lars: Nine Inch Nails is a favorite.




Saxifraga Paniculata
:D



Matt Brown
he types with two fingers



Charlene Ratliff
lol



Tina Kavanagh
:)



Lars Vogel
someone found wikipedia ;)



Malte Christopher Brand
Watch out Matt, your food is burning....



Eric Morgan
Lars: Nope...that's off the top of my head. You KNOW I'm a nerd, man.



Lars Vogel
yes Matt, your cornflakes are on fire



Charlene Ratliff
42?



Matt Brown
actually, turns out it's not defrosted all the way yet



Charlene Ratliff
sorry that was a nerd test



Malte Christopher Brand
You have to defrost your Cornflakes?



Lars Vogel
did you bring a towel eric?



Eric Morgan
Charlene: There is talk of a US tour. There a few things up in the air, but nothing that can be discussed at this
time.



Me
Matt, you are a master chef



Malte Christopher Brand
Seems like it, Derek. ;-)



Hanna Forstner
nothing like a fresh meal



Me
Matt is like the Swedish Chef from the Muppet



Matt Brown
nah, I can cook a few things really well..



Eric Morgan
Lars: I STOLE a towel in Cologne.



Tina Kavanagh
did you steal anything else while on tour?



Malte Christopher Brand
Anyway, I'd come to any APHND tour – but especially if Lars Vogel does the support or warm up. :-D



Hanna Forstner
a bath robe?



Matt Brown
yeah, he stole the internet



Lars Vogel
Hahah thanks Malte



Tina Kavanagh
wow, the whole thing?



Eric Morgan
Tina: Just the hearts of local folk in Cafes...and the internet!



Me
Eric stole my heart with this stimulating chat



Malte Christopher Brand
It's wireless, Matt.
;-)




Matt Brown
every time he got online, everyone else got kicked



Tina Kavanagh
no wonder matts internet isn't working



Lars Vogel
Eric, what's the meaning of life?



Tina Kavanagh
eric stole it probably



Hanna Forstner
ahaha!



Malte Christopher Brand
No, it was given to him by the elders of the internet...



Charlene Ratliff
lol



Eric Morgan
It is my cheap ploy to take over the world...I am actually stealing all the world wide web bandwidth by hacking
everyone signed into this chat!



Me
Eric, who is sexier? Grimace from McDonalds or Stubbd from the BBQ sauce wrapper?



Charlene Ratliff
I thought it was kept next to the necronomicon



Me
Stubbs



Tina Kavanagh
on the subject of 42: best book you ever read?



Me
Google Stubbs



Lars Vogel
The little engine that could



Eric Morgan
Grimace! He's purple and swollen. HEY, NOW!



Matt Brown
clato, verata, necfhajksdhfklajshdf



Malte Christopher Brand
Don't speak with your mouth full, Matt!



Hanna Forstner
who's purple and swollen??



Theresa Kauffmann
:-!



Charlene Ratliff
lol



Theresa Kauffmann
lmao



Eric Morgan
My favorite book...anything Nietzsche.



Lars Vogel
Matt, army of darkness?



Tina Kavanagh
thx



Matt Brown
yep



Hanna Forstner
classy...



Lars Vogel
Eric, what's your favorite object?



Charlene Ratliff
this is my boomstick



Chase Robinson
Can I be in APHND? I have no musical talent whatsoever and I'm clumsy :) I could bring the band food! lol



Charlene Ratliff
damn that 2 finger typing



Lars Vogel
Eric, do you consider drummers to be part of the band?



Charlene Ratliff
hey now....I like Johnny



Eric Morgan

Lars: Absolutely! Drummers are a HUGE part of the band. Johnny KILLS it, too.



Charlene Ratliff
:D



Tina Kavanagh
eric: 3 things to take if you went into outer space?



Theresa Kauffmann
:-D



Lars Vogel
nobody got my reference :P



Charlene Ratliff
Spinal Tap?



Eric Morgan
Tina: My wife, my son and my bass.



Malte Christopher Brand
What else, Charlene? ;-)



Charlene Ratliff
:P



Hanna Forstner
:)



Me
Ok guys, lets get alast batch of q's



Hanna Forstner
I can take care of that cute dog while you're travelling... the universe...



Charlene Ratliff
thankfully APHND doesn't have the same issues with drummers that Spinal Tap does



Me
Then Eric is going to look at his peep in the mirror



Lars Vogel
Eric, you do realise that if those are the only 3 things you could take with you into outer space, you would all
die without food.



Charlene Ratliff
Eric, Boxers or Briefs?



Tina Kavanagh
hopefully the spacecraft would be stocked..



Eric Morgan
Lars: That's wha the wife and kid are for...



Lars Vogel
LMAO



Malte Christopher Brand
:-D



Eric Morgan
Charlene: Boxer Briefs!



Charlene Ratliff
woot!



Pale Kaddi
:) hi



Charlene Ratliff
Good Evening



Me
Our forever kitten is sniffing the phone that Eric is on



Theresa Kauffmann
Hi Aple



Me
Hi Pale
get your q in quick




Theresa Kauffmann
Hi Pale, lol



Malte Christopher Brand
Bit late, Pale Kaddi...
;-)




Pale Kaddi
Better late than never ;)



Me
lol



Charlene Ratliff
true dat



Eric Morgan
Hi, Pale.



Dario Mischke
What are you gonna do after the chat, and after looking in the mirror?



Me
Bout time Dario



Eric Morgan
Dario: I am going to eat dinner!



Me
;)



Pale Kaddi
Hi Eric, nice to be here



Eric Morgan
Pale: Nice to have you here.



Me
Pale ask your q's then Eric is going to look at his unit



Lars Vogel
Eric, A train leaves San Francisco at 6:00 pm, averaging 60 mph. Another train headed in the same direction
leaves San Francisco at 10:00 pm, averaging 90 mph. To the nearest tenth, how many hours after the second
train leaves will it overtake the first train?



Eric Morgan
My G-Unit box set!



Dario Mischke
okay, have a good eating then Eric :)



Hanna Forstner
If you eat with Matt you might be able to stay a little long til that thing will be defrosted lol



Pale Kaddi
Saw you in hamburg and talked after the show with malte :)



Hanna Forstner
*longer



Theresa Kauffmann
Eric , how long have you been a vegetarian?



Me
Wonder what mat is defrosting?



Eric Morgan
Pale: Awesome! Hamburg was a good time.



Tina Kavanagh
chicken cutlet



Me
Corn flakes prolly



Malte Christopher Brand
Cornflakes!



Hanna Forstner
kellogg's frosties?



Charlene Ratliff
an icecube



Lars Vogel
Nothing like a good bowl of defrosted cornflakes



Tina Kavanagh
eric: next halloween costume?



Malte Christopher Brand
A cornflake?



Eric Morgan
Theresa: I have been a vegetarian for 23 years. Not a moral thing, just don;t have a taste for it.



Malte Christopher Brand
:-D



Pale Kaddi
next CD cover: a pale frostie ;)



Tina Kavanagh
a cornflake outfit would be awesome



Eric Morgan
Tina: A Lava Lamp. Just you wait and see...



Me
LOL nice



Lars Vogel
Eric just doesn't like the taste of death



Tina Kavanagh
hehe can't wait



Charlene Ratliff
lol



Theresa Kauffmann
Thats awesome! I have been vegan for 1 year : ) Thank you.



Hanna Forstner
lava lamp costume...?? wow



Malte Christopher Brand
A purple lava lamp...
:-D





Eric Morgan
Theresa: You got it.



Tina Kavanagh
if someone gave you a pale horse, what would you name it? "death" is not an option btw



Hanna Forstner
come join us on carnival here



Eric Morgan
Hanna: Just you wait and see...I's a creative bastid!



Me
Eric, Pee Wee Herman or Matt in an arm wrestling match?



Hanna Forstner
I'm sure it is!! can't wait! ;)



Charlene Ratliff
I dunno....Pee Wee gets a workout with those arm and wrist muscles ;)



Rebecca S. (Webmaster)
pee wee



Me
Charlene he does



Malte Christopher Brand
"Eric the half a bee" is a great song by Monty Python. Ever heard it?



Eric Morgan
Derek: Matt wins...RAGING 120!



Theresa Kauffmann
lmao Charlene!



Me
Choking of the wankie



Rebecca S. (Webmaster)
he weighs less than me :(



Me
Alright kids.....it seems like it is time for Eric to sing us a lullabye



Lars Vogel
Awwww :(



Charlene Ratliff
So long and thanks for all the fish?



Dario Mischke

Bye, bye Mr. American pie



Tina Kavanagh
thanks eric!



Theresa Kauffmann
Good night Eric, thank you for spending time with us :-D



Malte Christopher Brand
Yes, it's nearly 2 in the morning here...



Hanna Forstner
Good bye, Eric! Was a pleasure!



Malte Christopher Brand
Thanks, Eric! :-)



Hanna Forstner
goosh Derek, you make us insomniacs
:D




Eric Morgan
All: No problem...thanks for signing in and sending along your questions. This was cool. Laters.



Tina Kavanagh
:)



Charlene Ratliff
Thanks Eric



Saxifraga Paniculata
1AM again? geez...



Pale Kaddi
Bye Eric



Dario Mischke
Bye and thanks :)



Me
Thanks everyone....good night



Chase Robinson
Bye Eric :D



Lars Vogel
Thanks for answering our dumb questions Eric.

